The properties of a standard hydraulic jump depend critically on a Froude number F r defined as the ratio of the flow velocity to the gravity waves speed. In the case of a horizontal circular jump, the question of the Froude number is not well documented. Our experiments show that F r measured just after the jump is locked on a constant value that does not depend on flow rate Q, kinematic viscosity ν and surface tension γ. Combining this result to a lubrication description of the outer flow yields, under appropriate conditions, a new and simple law ruling the jump radius R J : R J (ln( R∞ R J )) 3 8 ∼ Q 5 8 ν −3 8 , in excellent agreement with our experimental data. This unexpected result asks an unsolved question to all available models. Structure formations in free surface flows remain a major source of complexity in hydrodynamics. Perhaps the most well known example is the "hydraulic jump", in which one observes a sudden transition from a high speed, supercritical, open channel flow to a subcritical one, with a sudden jump of the fluid depth [1, 2] . This phenomenon is ubiquitous and can be observed at very different scales: dam release flows [1] , tidal bores on rivers [3] and kitchen sinks when a vertical jet of liquid hits a horizontal surface. The circular liquid wall observed in this very last case has even motivated recent model experiments for astrophysics [4] , to mimic the competition between the speed of a wave and that of a radial flow (white hole equivalents) [5] . The natural dimensionless number used to describe this competition is the Froude number F r defined [6] as the ratio of the flow velocity to the gravity waves speed F r = U √ gh where U is the average flow velocity, h the fluid thickness and g the acceleration of gravity. In general, the properties of a standard hydraulic jump depends critically on the F r value [1] , that is always larger than one upstream and smaller than one downstream, the two values being dependent on each other via the mass and momentum conservation laws written at the jump location.
As well known, several complex physical effects are mixed, even in the reasonably simple case of a circular hydraulic jump at moderate flow rate: on one hand, the jump can be understood as a shock front for surface gravity waves [2] , but its formation can also be understood as something similar to the growth and detachment of a boundary layer close to the solid substrate [7] , with the formation of toroidal recirculations all around the front. In turn, this association between a front and a toroidal vortex can become unstable leading to surprising facetting effects [8, 9] .
In the present letter, we show that even this simplest form of hydraulic jump involves an unsuspected selection mechanism that fixes the Froude number value at the jump exit. This discovery has been missed, up to now, despite numerous studies [7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the question of the precise value that this number can take having remained unaddressed for a circular hydraulic jump. Most of available studies have focused rather on the question of the radius selection of the jump R J , for which two main theories are available [12, 14] , among a rich literature trying to improve these ones or to propose alternatives [8, 15, 16, 19, [21] [22] [23] .
We here investigate quantitatively the Froude number selection with experiments performed in the case of a liquid jet impacting a horizontal disk, with no confinement walls imposing the outer thickness. The Froude number F r is accurately measured in a large range of flow rate Q and appears to be constant and independent of Q, of kinematic viscosity ν and of surface tension γ. Surprisingly this result cannot be recovered from the two main
(a) A jet of liquid (silicone oil (20 cS)) impacts vertically a horizontal surface. A circular hydraulic jump is observed. (b) Sketch of the experimental situation. A jet of liquid issued from a vertical tube of internal diameter φ = 3.2 mm hits the center of a horizontal disk of radius R∞ = 15 cm placed 4 cm below the outlet. A circular hydraulic jump of radius R J is observed. At the exit of the jump the height is H J and the average speed U J . There is no confinement wall on the disk perimeter, where H∞ is the liquid thickness. theories of Watson [12] and Bohr [14] .
Furthermore, combining this result with a simple but accurate description of the outer flow (i.e. the thickness distribution of liquid), we obtain a new and simple law linking R J and Q which is in excellent agreement with our data (see Eq. (5), below). This law is very close to the scaling proposed by Bohr et al. [14] , but involves an additional logarithmic dependence upon R J that can not be neglected. These results are consistent with several developments of Bohr et al. theory [14, 22] , in which logarithmic effects were identified in the outer thickness distribution and in the numerical resolution of R J (Q). However, it is the first time that a so simple, analytical, law is proposed for R J (Q) and proved experimentally.
Our experiment is depicted in Fig. 1 . A jet of liquid issues from a vertical tube of internal diameter φ = 3.2 mm, hits the center of a transparent glass disk of radius R ∞ = 15 cm, placed 4 cm below the outlet. The disk horizontality is tuned by using micrometer screws and observing a spirit level. Boundary conditions are key parameters for such an experiment, as experimentally studied in [7] . In our set-up we chose the simplest possible case: the absence of a wall fixing the outer height of the jump (see Fig. 1 (b)); the flow being let free to adjust this height by itself. Fixing this boundary condition and following surface tracers, we observed that the hydraulic jump was of type I [7] (i.e., unidirectional surface flow with no vortex reversing the flow at the free surface). The flow was imposed by a gear pump in order to minimize flow rate pulsations. The range of accessible flow rates and the liquid viscosities chosen maintain the hydraulic jump in a steady laminar state [8] (no turbulence or instabilities of the jump).
The flow rates are measured by using a flow meter calibrated by weighing the liquid; the accessible range of flow rates (dependent on the liquid viscosity) is typically 5-60 ± 0.25 cm 3 .s −1 . We measured the hydraulic jump radii by visualizing from below, through the glass plate.
The obtained values are known with an accuracy of ±0.2 mm. Experiments were conducted with two different types of liquids: silicone oils and water-glycerine mixtures. Silicone oil has a smaller surface tension (∼ 20 mN.m −1 ), and a density close to that of water (between 0.95 and 0.965 at 25°C for the different silicone oils we used). We used three different kinematic viscosities: 20.4 ± 0.6, 44.9 ± 1.5 and 98.8 ± 3 cS. Water-glycerine mixtures were also used, with a larger surface tension (close to 65 mN.m −1 ) and a density around 1.2 (1.19 for the lower viscosity and 1.22 for the higher one). The kinematic viscosities chosen are: 18 ± 0.7 and 44 ± 1.5 cS. This range of parameter allowed us to investigate the influence on the critical F r of the three main possible parameters: kinematic viscosity, surface tension and flow rate. In order to determine the Froude number at the exit of the jump and the outer liquid thickness distribution, we used a vernier height gauge having a needle pointer. A vertical needle is put into contact with the liquid free surface, and then with the disk surface, the difference of heights giving the liquid thickness. Examples of the obtained results are shown in Fig. 2 .
As one can see, the thickness distribution allows one to propose two possible definitions of the liquid thickness at the jump exit H J . The first one is just the value measured H J1 , while the second is the extrapolated value H J2 of a simple lubrication model of the outer flow described below (see Eq. (3)). Both definitions allow to define a Froude number at the jump exit that reads, from mass conservation,
J ) where R J is the jump radius. The first definition is more natural, but the second will allow us to develop more easily analytical calculations.
Surprisingly a constant Froude number F r independent of the flow rate Q is found (see Fig. 2(b) : insert):
with the second definition, while a constant value is also obtained with the first one (F r 1 ∼ 0.38 ± 0.02). This second result is consistent with the fact that, experimentally, H J1 and H J2 were found to be proportional (see Fig. 2 . In this approximation, F r would depend on the flow rate through R J , which is in contradiction with our study. A more complete version of this theory is available in refs [14, 22] but is solved numerically with input constants (r 0 , h 0 ), which have to be measured. The authors did not checked what happened to F r.
(ii) In the case of Bush-Watson theory the outer height is not fixed and has to be experimentally measured to determine the jump radius. So this theory lets a free parameter available and cannot predict our outer Froude number.
Most of available theories mainly target the internal flow possibly coupled to an outer flow. In contrast with these previous works, we propose here an empirical approach combining the knowledge of the outer height profile with the constant Froude number that we have found at the jump exit. First, the boundary conditions (no slip condition on the solid and free slip at the free interface) allow us to identify the outer flow to a parabolic profile flow governed by a balance between hydrostatic pressure and viscous friction. More precisely the equation governing the flow reads as follows:
combining this equation with the mass conservation Q = 2πrU H leads to the following solution:
where H ∞ is the liquid thickness at the disk perimeter ("end" of the flow for r = R ∞ ). We have to notice that a similar solution has already be found by Bohr et al. [14, 22] and Rojas et al. [21] but not combined, as here, with a constant Froude number. This result can, of course, be experimentally tested: for a given flow rate we accurately measured the outer liquid thickness profile H(r) with our needle pointer. Results are shown on Fig. 2(a) , where the continuous line represents Eq. (3), plotted with no adjustable parameters. We see an excellent agreement with the data.
At this point, we have to distinguish two cases depending on the wetting conditions on the glass: (i) In the partial wetting case (water-glycerol mixtures), the liquid escapes from the disk perimeter at several points under the shape of rivulets (the number of rivulets depends on the flow rate Q and on the kinematic for all the liquid presented in Fig. 3 . Such a scaling law clearly failed to describe accurately our data. (b) For lower viscosities of water glycerine mixture H∞ has to be taken into account: equation (5) is plotted for water glycerine mixture with a kinematic viscosity of 18 cS. We observed that H∞ ≃ lc ≃ 3 mm. A linear function is also observed and the pre factor leads to a F r2 ≈ 0.33 which is consistent with the other results reported on Fig. 3(a) .
viscosity ν, but is typically around 20). H ∞ is then not fixed by the flow itself, but rather by some matching with a static contact line at the edge of the plate. We observed that H ∞ appeared to be nearly constant and approximately equal to the capillary length l c ∼ γ ρg ∼ 3 mm.
(ii) In the total wetting case (silicone oils), the liquid wets the lateral edges of the disk with a flowing liquid layer. In this situation H ∞ appears to depend on the flow rate, following a non trivial but weak power law and remaining of the same order of magnitude than the sili-cone oil capillary length l c ∼ 1.5 mm. In these conditions we can neglect H ) and so we can con-
Theses conditions are verified in the total wetting case for our range of flow rate (5-60 cm 3 .s −1 ) and for every viscosities we used. In the partial wetting case the approximation is still good for the higher viscosity (45 cS) but become questionable for lower viscosities.
Writing that F r J = U J √ gH J coupling to the flow rate conservation leads to :
In the cases where we cannot neglect H ∞ , we obtain :
In the limit where the approximation of a negligible H 4 ∞ is still reasonable the previous equation can be rewritten as: 3 4 , and finally:
where β = (
. One can notice here, that we recover Bohr scaling but with a non negligible logarithmic pre factor. Experimental results are compared to these laws in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) . From these data two significant lessons may be learned:
(i) At first we can conclude that our description provides an analytical law in excellent agreement with experiments in all the tested cases and with the same jump exit Froude number, as expected from the matching condition. Particularly we can observe that the effect of the viscosity is well described by the −3 8 exponent. More precisely, the value of the Froude number that can be extracted from all the set of data (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) ), is the one expected: F r 2 = 0.33. The logarithmic term and the influence of H ∞ in (4) appears to be important: the scaling proposed by Bohr et al. is tested on the insert of Fig. 3(a) for all our data set and shows clearly that the scaling failed to predict accurately the dependance of R J on the different physical parameters.
(ii) As one can observe, the surface tension, which is the main difference between silicone oils and waterglycerol mixtures, is absent in equations (4) and (5). So one can conclude that the role of surface tension is negligible for large enough radius. Indeed, according to Bush et al., surface tension plays a minor role in the momentum conservation at the jump level [16, 23] that reads:
where h J , u, H J and U are respectively the height and the liquid velocity at the either side of the jump and ρ the liquid density. A scaling analysis gives an estimate for a jump radius where the surface tension term has the same weight than the others :
−3 m (calculate for silicone oil). So we recover that for large enough radii the surface tension becomes negligible. Our result of a fixed Froude number has numerous consequences, particularly about the inner zone of the hydraulic jump. Using the momentum conservation (cf. equation (6)) one can predict that the Froude number just before the jump is also constant (except for low radii when surface tension has to be taken into account). In this way, the average speed before the jump u can also be estimated. This average speed u appears to be weakly dependent on the flow rate (u ∼ Q 0.05 ). This result is perfectly coherent with a previous observation reported by the authors [24] that the flow structure at the jump appears to be quite independent of the flow rate Q.
To sum up our result, a constant Froude number F r independent of the flow rate, viscosity and surface tension is observed in the case of a circular hydraulic jump without any confinement wall . A lubrication description of the outer liquid thickness profile has been proposed and is well confirmed by experimental data. This profile combined with the locking-condition on the Froude number leads to a law linking the radius of the jump and the experimental conditions:
valid for a large range of experimental conditions. This law was experimentally tested and our data show a good agreement with our mathematical approach. This law recovers the scaling expected by Bohr et al. but with a non negligible logarithmic correction. The origin of a constant Froude number is still unknown. We have explored its possible dependance upon the geometrical parameters (nozzle diameters, disk diameters, nozzle to disk distance). It is independant of the nozzle to disk distance (1 % of variation for a change between 4 and 40 mm) and slightly dependent of the nozzle diameter (10 % for a variation from 1.1 to 7 mm) and of the disk radius (5 % for a variation from R ∞ = 10 cm to R ∞ = 15 cm). However we emphasize here that in all the tested cases we found a constant Froude number and an excellent agreement between the jump radius and the laws (4) and (5) observed above.
